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About This Game

Enter the world of Arakion, a grid-based role-playing dungeon crawler that pays homage to classics while adding its own style
with fresh mechanics. Lead a band of three heroes through a broken land, ripped apart by unknown forces. Explore a beautiful
handcrafted world filled with crumbling dungeons, dense forests, ancient temples, and hidden secrets, all while attempting to

build a safe-haven from the chaos.

The Story

Play as three adventurers awoken in a world torn by conflict, where the lands and rivers have been ripped from the ground. In
midst of this upheaval, there is but one desire - finding a place free from the conflict and chaos. In the search for order, your

heroes must find a way to stop the destruction from continuing.

Between your intrepid adventurers and their goal exists a council of immortal beings. They are known as The Ancients. The
Ancients wandered Arakion since before written history. Their plan is simple - utter annihilation for all who oppose them.

It's time to begin your story, will you be the world's salvation or destruction?

The Background

Arakion takes everything that made classic role-playing games like Might & Magic great, then adds an expansive set of new
features. Lead your heroes through the breathtaking, desolated world of Arakion. Explore every alcove for the resources you
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need to customize your adventurers, build your town, and more. Relive the glory days of role-playing games with this one-of-a-
kind experience. Arakion is a beautiful world where you will get lost in adventure and exploration.

The creators of Arakion have been inspired by a multitude of games - everything from Dungeon Master to Dark Cloud 2. Our
desire is to take everything that makes those games fun and bring it into one amazing package.

No leveling up! Arakion features a fresh take on the Role-Playing genre that focuses on choices rather than the grind.

Grid-Based Dungeon Crawling! Like the classics, but updated with free-look, even while moving, so you can admire
the scenery and discover its hidden secrets!

Control a unique party of three heroes. A wide variety of races, professions, and traits adds great diversity to the way
you solve conflicts

Town building! Build a town that YOU think would best fit this environment. A wide array of options allows you to put
the focus where you want, on anything from farming to town defense.

Pets! Some of Arakion's wildlife is friendly - find and rescue these little critters, then train them and take them back into
the field to wipe the floor with the bad guys!

Crafting! Equipment in Arakion is crafted not found

Release in Chapters! Arakion will be released in a story format over three books and a plethora of chapters!

Strategic combat! Quick decisions and deep tactics combine to create a challenging and rewarding combat experience.

A deep story where YOU are the guide!

A beautiful handcrafted world to explore!

Recruitable NPCs!

Optional Hardcore mode!

Tons of puzzles!

Minigames

Full time of day!
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Title: Arakion: Book One
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Arakion LLC, Lavidimus
Publisher:
Arakion LLC
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 3210m

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 650M

DirectX: Version 10

English
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arakion book one gameplay. arakion book one walkthrough. arakion book one early access. arakion book one pc. arakion book
one pc game. arakion book one steam. arakion book one review. arakion book 1. arakion book one обзор. arakion book one

I love this. I need to much more -- not to say I expect more out of a free game, more to say that as soon as you publish a longer,
paid experience, I'll be your first customer!. I enjoy this, I enjoy the retro feel. It is very much like Command and Conquer. You
must rely on artillery and be very careful with ammunition and feeling out the lay of the battlefield. Troops are scarce and
basically cannon fodder. Bring them in only after the howitzers have done the dirty work. So, as others have mentioned, it is
rather accurate. This is not a run and gun game. I also agree that there is little direction, yet that also lends to accuracy, as the
fog of war lends to confusion and needless stumbling into slaughter. This game demands patience.

One thing. Can anyone tell me how to use the medical trucks? I can't get them to do anything.. Just.... Just don't.
I'm not even going into "why". For all the wrong reasons.
Damn.... Pros :
+ Ridiculous story
+ Unique gameplay
+ Classic pixel art

Cons :
- Can't save game (looks like only happen to me and i had to beat the game in one go)
- Repetitive gameplay

This game is fun, but i wouldn't recommend buy it at normal prices.. Its a solid couch co-op, but it is only couch co-op. So if
you don't have friends to play with locally you won't get anything out of this. If your a fan of TeamFourStar and have the players
buy it its good fun.
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narrative....well lets call it coldwar 2.0
or as an recruitment helper...... game for arcade cabinet in US Marine's drafting place...
as Rail shooter from military background...IT's ok. Not quite as good as BLUE ESTATE, nowhere near. But given fact of
MILITARY subgenre of RAIL SHOOTER thin scene....it will do.
Well until it starts to freeze whole PC (no other game did so since this pc build,AAA)
But true is, I did not bother to troubleshoot.Never had lightgun hooked up, so no point there. (wondering if it will be much of
nightmare to make it work on this title.Will post update if so.). What a great little game. Simple yet challenging and hard to put
down. It compells you to keep going. The features and mechanics are well designed and offers a quite a bit of fun. For the
money, even in early access, you cant beat it! Thumbs up!. Sophie\u2019s Choice

Games are great, I love them all, from hard core strategy through to frantic FPS action, but if I had to pick my least
favorite genre.... well... it\u2019s like asking a parent who their least favorite child is, it\u2019s not an easy question to
answer and you\u2019ll almost certainly get the generic \u201cI love them all equally\u201d reply.

That\u2019s the easy way out; the problem is that it almost certainly isn\u2019t true.

Gaming Bones

Deep down we know the answer, even if we don\u2019t want to admit it to ourselves, but I\u2019ll be brave, I\u2019m
going to take a stand for absolute honesty.

My least favourite genre is probably the puzzler, that\u2019s not to say that I haven\u2019t sunk plenty of hours into
playing them over the years, but they just don\u2019t grab me like other genres do.

They\u2019re just too shallow, too casual, they\u2019re fine for killing time on my phone or tablet during a commute
but when I\u2019m at home and looking for a gaming fix it\u2019s rare that you\u2019ll find me sitting in front of my
PC playing Peggle or Tetris.

That\u2019s not to say that I don\u2019t enjoy puzzlers, but when I\u2019ve got the gaming itch and enough time to
indulge it properly, I like a little more meat on my gaming bones.

Monster Connoisseur

Monster movies are great; I love them all, from werewolves and vampires through to undersea kraken and outer space
aliens, but if I had to pick my absolute favourite movie monster genre, it\u2019d have to be zombies

I\u2019ve exposed myself to so much zombie culture over the years that I can\u2019t walk through a shopping centre
or mall without thoughts of Dawn of the Dead playing through my mind.

Could the undead break through those glass doors? How long would the cakes and cookies in Starbucks stave off my
hunger? Would I really be lucky enough to be in a mall when the zombie apocalypse strikes?

These are the sorts of questions that keep me up at night but rarely do I have the same thoughts about other
supernatural beasties. If I\u2019m out at night and there\u2019s a full moon, I don\u2019t check my pockets for silver
bullets.
On the rare occasion that I\u2019ve seen a bat, I don\u2019t reach for the crucifix and the garlic.

Werewolves and Vampires don\u2019t stalk my waking thoughts but zombies... the \u201cwhat if\u201d of the undead
apocalypse is always there, shambling beneath the surface of my mind.... but enough of my problems...

Apathetic Fanatic
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Seemingly random questions at the start of reviews are great, but why am I sharing my aversion to puzzle games and
my unhealthy zombie obsession?
It\u2019s because these particular personal preferences have presented me with a dilemma.
You see I\u2019m about to play through a game called \u201cContainment\u201d, a zombie themed puzzler which
means I should both love it and be completely disinterested at the same time...

Survival Flavour

Containment certainly takes an interesting twist on the puzzle genre, instead of having colourful gems, blocks, fruits
etc. to play with, here your puzzle pieces are zombies and survivors.
The survivors themselves come in various different flavours from chainsaw wielding punks to gun toting cops.
Each level presents you with a block of these survivors and some zombies mixed in for good measure. If you do nothing
the zombies will infect the survivors around them, turning them into zombies too!

This encourages you to play through quickly, spend too much time mulling over your decisions and your group of
survivors will turn into a shambling horde, so expect some frantic and rushed decision making as you play.

Shuffle Around

The game mechanic itself is a fairly simple one, you swap the positions of the different survivors by clicking on them,
and your goal is to reposition the survivors in such a way that a zombie is surrounded by the same survivor type.

So if you\u2019ve got a zombie that already has a couple of redneck survivors standing next to it, you\u2019d quickly
want to scan the closest survivors for more rednecks, if there are some close by, you\u2019d start clicking on them to
slide them into position around the zombie.
As soon as our red necked buddies have the walker surrounded, they\u2019ll take it down.
That\u2019s one less to worry about, time to move on to the next.
It\u2019s a simple rinse and repeat formula that makes this, like most other puzzle games, quick to learn, initially
addictive but ultimately a little repetitive.

Touches

There are lots of nice touches in Containment.
Different survivors have different attack animations when they take down a zombie, it\u2019s a fairly simple thing,
but this variation really does add to the experience, you\u2019ll find yourself looking forward to taking a zombie out
with a group of survivors you haven\u2019t \u201cexperienced\u201d yet.

When you complete a level, instead of the screen fading to black then loading in the next challenge, the camera will
move away from your last victory and rush through the city until it focuses on the next group of survivors waiting for
your point and click salvation.

Migraine Free

With regards to the aesthetics, it\u2019s refreshing to play a puzzler that isn\u2019t all bright primary coloured eye
candy and flashing lights.
Containment knows its setting and has a palette appropriate for its post apocalyptic theme.
Everything is pretty good looking too in its own top down, mostly static kind of way.

This isn\u2019t just any puzzle game...
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This is a refreshing entry into the genre and one which I enjoyed a lot more than I thought I would.
It avoids the migraine inducing bright cheeriness which infects most other puzzlers, it\u2019s gritty, it gives a nice
\u201cend times\u201d vibe and if you\u2019re in the mood it can be genuinely fun to play.

Is it the sort of game that will make me want to rush through my working day to get back home and play?

No, puzzle games don\u2019t do that for me, too shallow, remember, but it is a fun distraction in short bursts and one
which I\u2019ll definitely load up again.

This is a post apocalyptic puzzle game.

If puzzle "match up" games are your thing and you\u2019re looking for something a little different in the genre, then
Containment should fit the bill.
It\u2019s a stylish, quick hit, post apocalyptic puzzler and there aren\u2019t many games you can say that about!

( To view the full review (and others) please take the time to visit http:\/\/www.review-well.com\/. This is included with the
Seal the Deal DLC so I don't understand why this is a seperate DLC when it was included with an update.. About 6 months ago
we had a week in my physics class where we had to review for retakes on two tests as so many people did terrible. Lucky me
and two other people did well on both tests so we basically had 5th period for a week free. Also our teacher was a total g, so we
were allowed to do pretty much whatever as long as we were quiet and didn't distract from him teaching the goons who did bad
on the tests. Anyways me and my friends decided to go look for games on steam that we could play on our crappy school
computers and we found Rocket Fist. I downloaded the game and brought it in to physics the next day. It looked sus as hell, but
damn it was fun. The game was quick enough to never lose interest and the mechanics where unique enough to be really
entertaining. Despite having a few other coop games downloaded we spent the rest of the week only playing Rocket Fist, this
game is hella fun.

Pros:
-Fun
-Runs on a low spec PC
-Good replayability
-Well polished

Cons:
-Odd difficulty curve in the campaign
-Slightly expensive for $15 due to not that much content, but I got it on a sale so it was totally worth it!. Played this on PS1 as a
kid, it's super fun on the GPD WIN.

Controller support works, It's a bit mental trying to play this on the vive using bigscreen, really quite amazing and it's fun to sort
of just sit there and have all this stuff fly at you.

Even without the solid gameplay the soundtrack is good too, it's very memorable as "late 90's". Good little arcade shooter, great
on sale and will run on a potato.. hard to controle and controler dont work with it right

Early Access 2 [beta] 3:

Hey Everyone. Early Access 01B - Beta 1:
To access the beta branch please check here

Hey everyone!. Progress Update - Dungeon Builder:

Hey Everyone!. Early Access 2 [beta]:

Hey Everyone!. News | Launching Soon and Testers:
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Hey everyone. Early Access 02 [alpha] 2:

Hey Everyone!. News | Store Page Launch!:

Hey everyone. Early Access 2 - Soft Launch Tuesday:

Hey Everyone!. Early Access 01E:
Hey Everyone!

Small update this week as I continue work on the massive update Early Access 02 (should be launching soon). To save
time this version has been pushed to Windows only. I'm still working on getting Mac versions working in Unity and
some Linux fixes.

Version Early Access 01E | June 19th 2018. Preview | Farm Dungeon:

Hey Everyone
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